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Definitions

● Copyright
● Set of exclusive rights in a work

● Copyright license
● Set of non-exclusive rights in a work granted by the 

copyright owner
● Software contract

● Legal agreement between copyright owner and user of a 
computer program

● Places conditions on use of software, disclaims warranties, 
etc.

● Also known as "end-user license agreement", “software 
license agreement”, or simply “license”
– Only a license insofar as it circumvents copyright law



  

Historical Background:
Copyright Act of 1976



  

Historical Background:
Computer Software Copyright Act of 1980



  

Historical Background:
“Licensed, Not Sold”



  

Legal Validity in General

● Are software contracts legally valid?
● “It depends”

● No court has ruled on their legal validity in general
● Rulings are limited to individual provisions and terms



  

Issue:
Acceptance of Terms

● “Shrink wrap” contracts
● “Click wrap” contracts
● Are contracts binding if not agreed to at the time of sale or 

other transfer?
● Are contracts binding if there's no explicit assent?
● Step-Saver Data Systems, Inc. v. Wyse Technology

● District court:
– Shrink wrap contract superseded terms negotiated by phone

● Third Circuit:
– Shrink wrap contract is non-enforceable because there was 

no explicit agreement
– Shrink wrap contract violated original terms



  

Issue:
Acceptance of Terms

● ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg
● User was offered the contract on-screen and accepted it by 

clicking through
● User could have rejected the contract and returned the 

goods
● Specht v. Netscape

● Downloading and installing doesn't demonstrate assent to 
terms if they're not conspicuous



  

Issue:
Ownership of Copies

● Is software a good as defined by Uniform Commercial 
Code (UCC) Article 2?

● Implications of publisher retaining title to copies:
● 17 U.S.C. § 117 doesn't apply: users may not run a 

program without a license
● 17 U.S.C. § 109 (first sale doctrine) doesn't apply: users 

may not sell or give away their lawful copies of a program
● Some courts uphold “licensed, not sold” argument, others 

do not
● Ownership often depends on state laws



  

Issue:
Ownership of Copies

● United States v. Wise
● Right of perpetual possession determines ownership

● MAI Sys. Corp. v. Peak Computer
● Took for granted that “MAI licensed its software”

– Didn't cite Wise or any other precedent
– Ruled that 17 U.S.C. § 117 didn't apply

● Triad Sys. Corp. v. Southeastern Express Co.
● Upheld MAI, ignored Wise



  

Issue:
Ownership of Copies

● SoftMan Products Co. v. Adobe Systems Inc.
● “It is well-settled that in determining whether a transaction 

is a sale, a lease, or a license, courts look to the economic 
realities of the exchange.”

● District court ruled that software was sold
– Fixed fee exchanged for indefinite period of use
– Purchaser accepted risk commonly associated with a sale

● Novell v. Network Trade Center
● Software is sold according to Uniform Commercial Code 

Article 2
● Contract is invalid insofar as it claims that title to the 

software copy remains with the copyright owner



  

Issue:
Ownership of Copies

● Wall Data v. Los Angeles County Sheriff's Dept.
● License with restrictions is “sufficient to classify the 

transaction as a grant of license […] and not a sale”
● Upheld MAI, ignored Wise

● Vernor v. Autodesk, Inc.
● District court:

– Upheld Wise as earliest precedent
– Ruled that software was sold

● Ninth Circuit:
– Reconciled Wise, MAI, Triad, and Wall Data cases
– Prescribed three considerations for determining ownership



  

Issue:
Conscionability and Preemption

● Contracts or governing law may be preempted by 
copyright law

● Lack of consideration
● Licenses in software contracts merely list rights otherwise 

provided by 17 U.S.C. § 117
● Procedural unconscionability

● Adhesion
● Relatively weak bargaining position of user



  

Issue:
Conscionability and Preemption

● Substantive unconscionability
● Users must often forfeit otherwise legally-protected rights

– Reverse engineering for interoperability and fair competition
– Resale under 17 U.S.C. § 109
– Publishing of benchmark tests



  

Issue:
Conscionability and Preemption



  

Issue:
Conscionability and Preemption

● Vault Corp. v Quaid Software Ltd.
● State law permitting a prohibition on decompiling or 

disassembling a computer program is preempted by federal 
copyright law

● Bowers v. Baystate Technologies
● Contract's prohibition on reverse engineering preempted 

copyright law's allowance therefor
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